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Children of Jehovah’s Witnesses and adolescent Jehovah’s Witnesses: what are their rights?

S Woolley

The Jehovah’s Witnesses Society (JW), a fundamentalist Christian sect, is best known to laypersons and healthcare professionals for its refusal of blood products, even when such a refusal may result in death. Since the introduction of the blood ban in 1945, JW parents have fought for their rights to refuse blood on behalf of their children, based on religious beliefs and their right to raise children as they see fit. Adolescent JWs have also sought to refuse blood products based on their beliefs, regardless of the views of their parents.

Traditionally, except in the emergency situation, parental consent is required in order to perform medical procedures on children, including adolescents. Courts throughout the western world recognise that parents have rights but additionally recognise that these rights are not absolute and exist only to promote the welfare of children. Worldwide, JWs have challenged this view. In addition to parental challenges, JW parents have been fighting their own battle to be recognised as mature enough to make their own decisions regarding blood products. Unfortunately, where the courts have been consistent regarding young children, they have been equally inconsistent where adolescent JWs are concerned.

The legal inconsistencies mean that confusion still exists amongst the medical profession about their legal liability if they transfuse children of JW parents or adolescents of the JW faith. This article examines cases from the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and Australia, and clarifies any confusion that may exist regarding the necessary transfusion of the children of JWs and the refusal of blood products by adolescent JWs.

The Jehovah’s Witness Society is a fundamentalist Christian Sect, based in New York, whose followers believe the Bible is the true word of God.1 The most rapidly growing religious organisation in the western world,2 there are approximately 5 500 000 committed, baptised members,3 125 000 of whom reside in the United Kingdom.4 The Jehovah’s Witnesses Society issued the blood product ban in 1945 and the first case concerning a JW child appeared before the US court in...
1951. The parents of a child with erythroblastosis fetalis refused to authorize a blood transfusion, adamant in their beliefs that God's law prohibited blood. An initial court petition granted custody to the probation service, who gave consent for a transfusion. In the public's interest, the Illinois Supreme Court granted a hearing of the parents' appeal, and although recognizing that “freedom of religion and the right of parents to the care and training of their children are to be accorded the highest possible respect in our basic scheme,” the court upheld its view in Prince.

In 1952, the matter was clarified further. Justifying compulsory blood transfusion based on four points—(1) minimal danger, (2) treatment efficacy, (3) lack of alternative treatments, and (4) based on religious beliefs—adults cannot choose to be responsible for the death of their children and, declaring no interest in Biblical interpretation, the court stated clearly that, if parental religious beliefs placed a child's life in danger then the state could intervene to protect the child.

Theoretically this case should have ended any discussion regarding the parental ability to refuse blood on their children's behalf, but cases continued to appear before the courts. Some cases reiterated old decisions; others brought new decisions, increasing the state's ability to protect children by extending the right of protection to the unborn child and introducing the concept of neglect into JW cases. Declaring a child neglected under state law allowed transfusion despite parental objection.

The next important case extended court authorised transfusion to the possible, rather than the definite, need for blood. Although the child did not require blood imminently, the court contended that the New York State Children's Bill of Rights made it clear that parents no longer had the right to deny children required medical care and that “under no circumstances, with or without due process, with or without religious sanction, may they deprive him of his life”. Unusually, the judge commented on JW's beliefs and clarified that when a child's right to live and parental religious beliefs collide, the child's welfare is paramount.

The first JW case, concerning parental treatment refusal, to reach the US Supreme Court, challenged two statutes commonly used to declare children wards of court in order to administer blood, and sought a court order to prevent Washington physicians administering blood to JW patients. The Supreme Court was clear in its upholding of the decision in Prince explaining, “the right to practice religion freely does not include liberty to expose…the child…to ill health or death.”

The majority (with the exception of one) of subsequent cases have maintained the trend, reiterating the views of earlier cases and emphasizing three main points:

- The child's interests and those of the state outweigh parental rights to refuse medical treatment.
- Parental rights do not give parents life and death authority over their children.
- Parents do not have an absolute right to refuse medical treatment for their children based on their religious beliefs.

**United Kingdom**

Well established in British law, is the fundamental principle that every person's body is inviolate. Traditionally, under British law, while regarding the child's welfare as paramount, courts respect parental wishes concerning children's medical treatment. Parents have the right and the duty to give proxy consent, where required, for a minor. Some argue that when parents refuse treatment, any procedure is an assault on the child. However, as parental rights and duties are not absolute, existing only for the child's best interests, the court, ultimately, has overriding control.

Established in 1875, the prevailing law in British jurisprudence regarding parental treatment refusal on religious grounds remains unchallenged: parents who fail to obtain medical treatment for their children, are subject to criminal liability even if their refusal is religiously based. In contrast to the USA, there are only three JW cases in the UK contesting the well established legal opinion on parental treatment refusal. In all three cases (Re O1, Re S2, Re R3), permission for transfusion was granted, confirming the judicial opinion of the US courts: the child's interests are paramount. The court did stress, however, that although the child's welfare is paramount, consideration would be given to parental beliefs, particularly when the situation was not imminently life threatening.

**Australia**

Australian courts adopt a similar view: the child's welfare is paramount. Every Australian jurisdiction has legislation permitting certain medical treatments, including blood transfusions, without parental consent. Unfortunately, inconsistencies in the wording of the legislation makes interpretation difficult. All four cases appearing before the New South Wales Supreme Court arose because of the inconsistent wording. The first case clarified the requirements of the NSW Child (Care and Protection) Act, that decisions regarding medical treatment of minors must be in the child's best interests, that decisions about treatment urgency rest with the medical profession, and that parents patriae authority may override a parental decision.

The second case sought to clarify whether a transfusion necessary to alleviate “an appreciable risk of serious damage to the child's health” equated to “necessary to prevent serious damage to the child's health” under the NSW Child (Care and Protection) Act. Unfortunately, the court failed to consider in any depth the Act's provisions, leaving it open to further challenges. In the third case, brought before the courts by a doctor concerned about the detrimental effect his decision would have on the doctor-patient relationship, the doctor was criticised for wasting the court's time. The court, however, recognised that parental awareness of the Act's provisions was important, particularly when despite religious objections, the parents are happy to obey the law.

Most recently, the court reiterated the necessity for courts to override parental objections if the child is at risk. While respecting parental wishes regarding blood products as much as possible, the judge concluded that because the child's welfare is paramount, doctors can administer blood when necessary.

**ADOLESCENT JEHOWAH'S WITNESSES**

The rights of adolescents to refuse medical treatment vary throughout the world and this judicial inconsistency creates confusion among healthcare workers. In England and Wales, mature minors may consent to, but not refuse, treatment, with the courts using the “best interests” test to override the opinions of adolescents. In Scotland, although the Age of Legal Capacity (Scotland) Act does not specifically refer to treatment refusal, the inference is that a child deemed competent could refuse, as well as consent to, treatment. In North America, the situation for mature minors is state/province dependent.

**United Kingdom**

The legal position with regard to mature minors remains ambiguous. In 1969, the Family Law Reform Act set the age of consent for medical treatment at 16 but did not specifically deal with parental-child conflict. The implication, however, is
that a child’s consent to a procedure overrides parental opinion. If refusing treatment, however, parents (and indeed the Court) in England and Wales may override the child. In Scotland, this is less likely to happen.

In a child under 16, four main issues arise: (1) the child’s capacity to consent to treatment; (2) parental authority and its limitations; (3) whose view prevails when parents and children clash; and (4) the extent of the courts’ powers over adolescents. Gillick v West Norfolk considered the first three issues, with the majority of the House of Lords holding that, if a child under 16 could demonstrate sufficient understanding and intelligence to understand fully the treatment proposed they could give their consent to treatment.66 If they failed this competence test, parental consent is required. Unfortunately, treatment refusal was not considered. However, this case did specify the limitations of parental rights: “parental rights are derived from parental duty...exist only so long as they are needed for the protection of...the child”.

The logical inference from Gillick is that competent children are competent to both accept and refuse treatment; yet subsequent decisions65 66 suggest that a child's refusal may be overridden by a proxy’s consent to that treatment and that the child’s refusal, while important, may not be conclusive.66

Re R65 sought to clarify a minor’s right to refuse treatment. However, by emphasising that, unlike adults who are presumed competent, minors must prove their competence,66 and by suggesting that as both parents and children were keyholders to the door of consent,67 parental consent would be sufficient in circumstances of disagreement, the court undermined the Children Act 1989, which sought to enable mature minors to make medical decisions.68 Additionally, Lord Donaldson made it clear that the court, in addition to parents, could override a minor’s decision.69 Essentially this case disempowered minors with regards treatment refusal.

Re W67 confirmed the courts ability to override parents, children, and doctors when performing its protective functions, but imposed limits on the power to overrule, with the judge stating that this power should only be exercised if “the child’s welfare is threatened by a serious and imminent risk that the child will suffer grave and irreversible mental or physical harm.”70 All three cases concerning adolescent JWs refusing blood71-72 reinforce the decisions made in Re R65 and Re W67.

The initial test of the “Gillick competence” concept came in Re E.73 With parental support, a JW aged 15½ refused the blood transfusions associated with conventional leukaemia treatment. Court approval was sought to treat him. His parents argued that his wishes should be respected, as he was nearly 16, at which point his consent would be required.74 In a carefully reasoned judgment, the judge overrode both the child and his parents, deeming the child not “Gillick competent”.75 Ward J recognised not only the distinction between knowing the fact of death and fully appreciating the death process, but also the absence of freedom in a teenager “conditioned by the very powerful expressions of faith to which all members of the creed adhere”.76 Confirming wardship and authorising treatment for the welfare of the child,77 he concluded that although parents may martyr themselves, the “court should be very slow to allow an infant to martyr himself”.78

Re S79 presented the court with a further opportunity to clarify the question of minors and treatment refusal. Influenced by her mother, S had been attending regular JW meetings and decided that she no longer wanted the blood transfusions necessary to treat her thalassaemia major. Court intervention was requested and after careful consideration the judge declared S not “Gillick competent”.79 Despite an outward portrayal of confidence,79 S lacked the maturity of many girls of her age, had led a sheltered life, and showed a lack of understanding about her disease, the mode of death,80 and the seriousness of her decision (believing in miracles and not understanding that transfusion refusal would certainly result in death).81 The court should therefore authorise treatment in her best interests.

In Re L82 the decision was much easier. The young JW had serious burns and it was impossible to explain to her the severity of her injuries or the unpleasant nature of her death83 which would occur without vital blood products. The court deemed her Gillick incompetent because, despite the sincerity of her religious beliefs, she was only 14 and had limited life experience.

Logically, the Gillick competence concept should ability to both consent to and refusal of treatment. Nevertheless, under English and Welsh law, minors have no absolute right to refuse medical treatment.84 In the cases described above, the courts concluded that although the minors showed some evidence of maturity and understanding, they lacked sufficient understanding and experience to refuse treatment offering a high probability of success at a relatively low risk. Where treatment refusal was religion based, there was concern about the child’s freedom of choice in the context of a religious upbringing in addition to concerns about whether the child fully grasped the implications of treatment refusal. Thus, while a child's refusal should be considered, it is likely that the court will override the refusal in the child’s best interests.85

Canada

Canadian cases involving adolescent JWs fall into two categories: those supporting the rights of adolescents to refuse medical treatment, and those refuting the suggestion that adolescents are mature enough to make life or death decisions.

Pre-1996, the majority of cases supported the concept of adolescent JWs making medical treatment decisions. In 1985,84 the judge, believing that the emotional trauma of receiving unwanted blood products would have a negative effect on the child’s treatment and having determined that her parents had arranged suitable treatment elsewhere, refused to declare the child neglected85 or sanction an unwanted transfusion. In 1993, the Newfoundland Family Court reached a similar decision,86 declaring that blood was not essential,87 that the child was a mature minor with a sincerely held belief88 and that a holistic approach to treatment was important.

Although the New Brunswick Court of Appeal’s89 decision supported adolescents in their decision making capacity, based on several important facts—(1) Canadian common law allows mature minors to consent to their own treatment; (2) Section 3 of the Medical Consent of Minors Act90 is determinative if two medical practitioners declare the child mature; and (3) unlike the UK, the Medical Consent of Minors Act allows mature minors to refuse treatment—no other decisions since have supported this view.

While earlier Canadian cases supported the notion of adolescent autonomy, cases since 199690-94 support the English view that adolescents lack the maturity to refuse life saving treatment. The Ontario Court91 recognised that forcing a child to accept blood products against her religious belief was indeed an infringement of her freedom of religion. However, in the court’s opinion, legislation that existed to protect minors reasonably justified limiting a child’s freedom of religion. All three cases, as in the UK, accept that the child’s opinion should be considered, but reiterate the point that the court can override the decisions of both children and their parents.
CONCLUSION

With regard to religious based refusal of blood products by parents, courts in the western world are of the opinion that the child’s welfare is paramount and blood can be given. Consideration should be given to parental views and treatment moderated where possible but if conflict occurs, the child’s interests always come first. Considering adolescents, there is no worldwide consensus on the legal position of adolescents refusing blood transfusions, but recent cases suggest that the UK’s approach is probably the most acceptable. While many children raised in JW communities may never experience the “outside world”, the judiciary would be wrong not to give them that opportunity. Religion is a powerful persuading voice, but it is also an individual belief. A limited life experience cannot truly give one the opportunity to rationalise a belief that may eventually lead to death.
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